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Hello, Buzzworthy reader. First off, I’d like to introduce 
myself. My name is Mike Arena, and I’m the new Station 
Manager at the Buzz. This is my first of many Station 
Manager columns for The Buzzworthy, and I’d like to use it 
to introduce all of you to our newest Buzz Board members. 
After last semester we lost some great directors including 
Paige Winston (Music), Marissa Bruno (News) and Meghan 
Palluconi (Station Manager). After I replaced Meg as Station 
Manager we needed to hire a new Music, News and Sports 
Director. 
In News we hired Natalie Kucko who is a freshman, in Music 

we hired Kirk Windus who is a sophomore and in Sports we 
hired Ryan McDonough who is also a sophomore. We also welcome 
back Production Director Matt Tack who was studying abroad last 
semester. 
We’re pretty amped to have the new directors, I’m especially excited 

about Ryan, not only because he is the second half of “The Cutest 
Thing on Air,” which has an awesome Twitter by the way, but because 
he is taking my old spot as Sports Director. I really enjoyed my time 
in Sports because of my Co-Director Zach Warren. He is a really cool 
dude and we gave each other really awesome nicknames. I gave Zach 
the nickname “Cougar” because he’s cool like a cougar. Zach gave me 
the nickname “Uncle Jessie” because of my soft eyes and Casanova 
charm. 
The Board of Directors is looking forward to a great semester at the 

station. We had our General Interest Meeting last Thursday and the 
turnout was great. There are so many new staffers ready to do work 
and new DJ’s to started playing awesome music. So look out for a new 
slate of shows on the Buzz and here’s to a great semester. 

“Get busy living or get busy dying.”
 –Stephen King 
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For many musicians and bands, it takes a lot of hard work and many years in the 
industry before getting their big break, whether it be a hit single or the gig of a lifetime. 
This scenario is one that the UK band Bastille has been through every stage of since 
the group formed in 2010 and since the release of their album Bad Blood and their 
chart topping hit “Pompeii” debuted in 2013. It seems that the only direction the 
band’s heading is up. With a hit single in toe, Bastille is about to make their big break 
when they perform on this week’s episode of Saturday Night Live. From their growing 
popularity to their lively performances, their SNL debut with host Jonah Hill is one that 
is very much anticipated. Many American music junkies can’t help but be curious as to 
how Bastille’s sound was able to become such a success in the UK and across the pond 
so quickly.

 In 2013, the pop radio stations throughout the US seemed to make a drastic turn 
to more edgy sounds than what they were used to, with indie or electronica acts like 
Lorde, Imagine Dragons and Avicii reigning supreme over previous pop acts like 
Lady GaGa, Katy Perry and Justin Bieber. In a time where indie was altering the state 
of pop radio, it was the best time for an electro-alternative act, Bastille to make their 
debut. When the foursome emerged through British radio, it was hard not to notice 
the authentic vocals of lead singer Dan Smith paired with the euphoric sounds of the 
keyboards by himself and Kyle Simmons, creating a new electronica take on British 
alternative rock and sky-rocketing the band up the UK album charts this past March. 
With the overwhelming success of Bad Blood in their native land, the band released 
their debut album in the US in September 2013 through iTunes, followed by an 
extended version called All This Bad Blood released on November 25, 2013. Though 
the band was formed in 2010, how were they able to make such a drastic and electrified 
debut three years later? Well, while talent and great songwriting were significant, their 

It’s official! Johnny Depp and Amber heard are engaged. 
According to People Magazine and Celebuzz, these on-
screen lovers turned real-life couple have taken that next 
step. Heard was seen with a shiny new accessory last 
week in L.A., and as hard as she tried to hide it, the rock 
couldn’t help but flash the paparazzi.

Depp and Heard met while filming The Rum Diary in 
2011. At the time, Depp was still involved with actress 
Vanessa Paradis. During their 14-year relationship, the 
actors had two children, Lily Rose, 14, and Jack Jr., 
11. They split in 2012, and Depp quickly moved on to 
27-year-old Heard. Paradis was crushed, having been left 
after 14 years for a woman half her age.

(Heard and Depp met on the set of their movie, The Rum Diary, in 2011)

GUESS WHAT WE “HEARD”
By Samantha Arena

BASTILLE: THE BREAK-
OUT BAND OF 2014?
By Nina LaPres sudden popularity seems to have occurred simply because 

their album and hit song debuted at the right time due to 
the rise of indie pop in the UK and US pop charts. Even 
though 2014 has just begun, it seems that the indie pop 
trend is not going away, and with the notoriety their SNL 
performance could bring them, it seems that Bastille could 
be the first big breakout band of 2014.
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Some may know him as Jimmy Brooks while others may 
call him Drake. The 27-year old rapper began his start in 
the spotlight in 2001 after his stint in the popular TV teen 
drama, Degrassi. After a wildly successful run in acting as 
well as music, Drake made his way to Studio 8H on January 
18th, 2014.  Saturday Night Live, known to feature highly 
acclaimed actors, welcomed the rapper/actor to the stage. Not 
only did Drake cause the audience to break out into laughter, 
he serenaded everyone with his soothing voice and pure 
talent.  Lorne Michaels deserves a blue ribbon for selecting 
such entertainment. 

The episode began with a newscast poking fun at journalist, 
Piers Morgan. The audience did not seem completely satisfied 
until Drake appeared onscreen. Alex Rodriguez, a baseball 
player known to have trouble with performance enhancing 
drugs, began proclaiming his innocence by blaming auto 
correct for his absurdly misinterpreted text messages. None 
other than Drake spoke with an accent and presented similar 
body language. As soon as, “Live from New York, it’s 
Saturday Night!” was announced, SNL was ready to start 2014 
off with a bang.

Drake decided to express his individuality throughout his 
time at SNL. During his monologue, he performed a rap 
dedicated to his African American and Jewish roots. With a 
microphone in-hand and a yarmulke atop of his afro, Drake 
channeled his heritage with a humorous spin. He even 
apologized during his “Bah Mitzvah” for coining the term, 
“YOLO.” 

Other memorable skits included a parody of Lil Wayne, 

Bow down, bitches. The debate concerning “who runs the world” is no longer in question. Beyoncé 
released her fifth studio album Beyoncé last month without even a whisper of expectation from her 
fans. Her self-titled album debuted on December 20, 2013, containing 14 songs and 17 videos all 
worthy of receiving Video-of-the-Year. Her surprise debut sold 991,000 copies within the first 10 
days of its release making it the 12th biggest-selling album of the year. There’s a reason they call her 
“The Queen.”

From the first track to the last, Queen Bey lays out her personal, professional, and family life for 
all of her fans. The songs are considered “steamy and sleek,” expressing not only her sweet and 
glamorous side, but her naturally sexy and sultry side as well. Her hit single, “Drunk in Love” 
explains her loving, sexy, and powerful relationship with her husband, Jay-Z. The lyrics read, 
“We woke up in the kitchen saying/ ‘How the hell did this shit happen?’ oh baby/ Drunk in love.” 
Similarly, the song “Blow” has playful, sexy lyrics and a fun beat that make it hard not to channel 
your inner Beyoncé and dance like no one is watching.

The album also makes bold references to modern feminism and the influence of women in our 
society. The first track on the album, “Pretty Hurts,” examines the raw truth about what is expected of 
women today: “Mama said, ‘You’re a pretty girl/ What’s in your head, it doesn’t matter/ Brush your 
hair, fix your teeth/What you wear is all that matters.’” While this track depicts the challenges and 
hardships that women are currently facing, Bey’s track “Flawless” explains that women are -- you 
guessed it -- flawless. Lyrics such as, “We say to girls/ ‘You can have ambition/ But not too much/

You should aim to be successful/ But not too successful/ Otherwise you will threaten the man” and 
“I woke up like this/ We flawless, ladies, tell ‘em” show off Beyoncé’s pro- feminist attitude, and it 
gives a whole new meaning to “girl power” by encouraging a smart and sexy persona.

The last two songs “Heaven” and “Blue” become extremely personal. “Blue,” obviously named 
after her baby girl Blue Ivy, puts her family life on display. At the very end of the song, Blue makes 
an appearance of giggling, cooing and overall adorableness to close out her successful album. This 
album just goes to show that Beyoncé is, and will always be, the Queen.

ALL HAIL 
THE QUEEN
By Elyse Breeze 

Drake’s fellow YMCMB record label member. In the “Before They Were Stars” sketch, 
Drake dawned the dreads and raspy voice. Drake did not only target Lil Wayne. He 
impersonated rapper Jay Z and comedian Kat Williams. 

Drake also played an enthusiastic Disney World tour guide with revealing short-shorts, 
a fed-up reporter, seductive poetry student, a dad with a sweet set of moves and finally, 
a New Year’s resolution failure.

The first-time SNL host may have kindled a fair share of laughs, however, it was his 
musical talent that left everyone in awe. During his performance with singer Jhené 
Aiko, he softly sang to her and included improvisation, which led to reports of a 
possible love connection between the two. 

As an artist who has sold over 5 million albums worldwide, Drake may add his 
success on SNL to the list. Some have even reported that the rapper is in the running 
for best SNL host, which includes the favorable, Justin Timberlake. Drake may have 
“started from the bottom,” but he’s here to stay and keep his fans wanting more. 

By Jillian Hammell
DRAKE: THE BEST SNL HOST EVER?
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As the Golden Globe and Screen Actors Guild Awards come to a close, 
pundits will try almost hopelessly to forecast the 86th Annual Academy 
Awards. Are the Oscars ever predictable? They’re most certainly not, but this 
inexact science is exactly what makes the event so intriguing. Here are my 
predictions and analysis for this year’s major categories. 
Best Picture 
Nominees: American Hustle, Captain Phillips, Dallas Buyers Club, Gravity, Her, Nebraska, 

Philomena, 12 Years a Slave, The Wolf of Wall Street
Generally viewed as a three-horse race between American Hustle, Gravity, and 12 Years a Slave, the 

slight edge goes to the latter because of its near universal acclaim from critics and its win at the Golden 
Globes. Her is the dark horse, however, and strong performances in Dallas Buyers Club could push it 
over the edge.

Who will win: 12 Years a Slave
Who should win: 12 Years a Slave
Best Actor in a Leading Role
Nominees: Christian Bale in American Hustle, Bruce Dern in Nebraska, Leonardo DiCaprio in The 

Wolf of Wall Street, Chiwetel Ejiofor in 12 Years a Slave, Matthew McConaughy in Dallas Buyers Club
Christian Bale is getting no attention despite his tour de force campaign in American Hustle. Any of 

the other four could potentially win it, but Bruce Dern has the most compelling story. He has yet to win 
an Oscar in his prolific career and now especially deserves one after displaying excellent range in the 
beautifully shot Nebraska. Despite his Golden Globe win and galvanizing performance in The Wolf of 
Wall Street, Leonardo DiCaprio appears to be on the outside looking in on the Best Actor award once 
again.

Who will win: Bruce Dern
Who should win: Leonardo DiCaprio
Best Actress in a Leading Role
Nominees: Amy Adams in American Hustle, Cate Blanchett in Blue Jasmine, Sandra Bullock in 

Gravity, Judi Dench in Philomena, Meryl Streep in August: Osage County 
Although this is Dame Judi Dench and Meryl Streep’s 7th and 18th Oscar nomination respectively, I 

can’t see them stealing this one away from any of the other three leading ladies. Adams did a magnificent 

AWARDS SEASON 2014
job motivating the story of American Hustle, Blanchett thrived 
in the role of Woody Allen’s burdened anti-heroine in Blue 
Jasmine, and Sandra Bullock dazzled in spite of a limited script 
in the sci-fi opus Gravity. 

Who will win: Amy Adams
Who should win: Cate Blanchett
Best Actor in a Supporting Role
Nominees: Barkhad Abdi in Captain Phillips, Bradley Cooper 

in American Hustle, Michael Fassbender in 12 Years a Slave, 
Jonah Hill in The Wolf of Wall Street, Jared Leto in Dallas 
Buyers Club

Surprise contender Barkhad Abdi and his sudden ascent to 
fame give him a story the Academy can get behind. Bradley 
Cooper’s subversive and sinister performance in American 
Hustle was noteworthy as well. However, this is Jared Leto’s 
prize to lose. His choice to undergo stringent method acting 
to prepare for his role as a transsexual AIDS patient was 
particularly conspicuous, if not the most ostentatious storyline 
of this group. This choice coupled with his exceptional acting 
ability shown in Dallas Buyers Club, come out to make Leto as 
strong a bet as any in this year’s Oscar race. 

Who will win: Jared Leto
Who should win: Jared Leto

Actress in a Supporting Role
Nominees: Sally Hawkins in Blue Jasmine, Jennifer Lawrence 

in American Hustle, Lupita Nyong’o in 12 Years a Slave, Julia 
Roberts in August: Osage County, June Squibb in Nebraska

If there is any justice or sensibility in the voters this year, this 
award will go to June Squibb. Her sarcastic and sharp-tongued 
character was responsible for the biting satire at the heart of 

OSCAR 
PREDICTIONS
By Daniel Leopold

Top: Kate Blanchett in Blue Jasmine
Bottom: Jared Leto in Dallas Buyers Club
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Jennifer Lawrence’s sleek 
hair and Old-Hollywood 
makeup were stunning for 
the Golden Globes, but this 
dress is reminiscent of a 
tiered wedding cake. The 
straight-across neckline 
doesn’t do much for her 
figure, nor do the awkward 
ribbons cutting her into 
thirds. 

The cobalt of this gown is 
striking on Amy Adams at the 
SAGs, as it pops against her 
fair skin and red hair and lips. 
This geometric neckline is so 
intriguing, and the slit reveals 
the perfect amount of leg. 

Cate Blanchett looks 
striking in this classy, 
modest lace dress. The 
black is dramatic and 
the lace overlay gives 
off a slightly witchy vibe 
that nicely contrasts her 
glamorous finger-waves 
and red lips. The dress 
shows off her tiny waist 
and toned arms and is 
perfect for her age.

I think that this modest, 
salmon-colored, simple gown 
looks gorgeous on Sarah 
Hyland. She looks sophisticated, 
and her milkmaid braids, 
natural makeup, and small 
clutch add to her understated 
and elegant look. 

Nebraska. Julia Roberts and her Oscar bait film August: Osage County 
might hoard some of the votes, especially with her reputation amongst the 
Hollywood elite. Jennifer Lawrence seems like the favorite here though. Her 
humble nature paired with last year’s Best Actress Oscar win and her recent 
Golden Globe win in this category lift her above the rest of the crowd. 

Who will win: Jennifer Lawrence
Who should win: June Squibb 

CARPET COUTURE By Lauren Zazzara

Top: Kate Blanchett in Blue Jasmine
Bottom: Jared Leto in Dallas Buyers Club

Right: Chiwetel Ejiofor in 12 Years a Slave
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ACADEMY SNUBS By Nina LaPres

While many of the Oscar nomination came as no surprise due to 
the similar nominees from the Golden Globes, the SAG Awards and 
various critics’ predictions, it is very hard to not notice some of the 
big-named and critically acclaimed movies, actors and musicians 
who were unrightfully snubbed by the Academy. Two of the most 
critically acclaimed films this year were the folk-music driven 
Inside Llewyn Davis and Lee Daniel’s civil-rights era film, The 
Butler. While both were highly acclaimed and deserve at least one 
statue to their name, both films were snubbed in the Best Picture, 
Best Director and Best Actor categories. Actors who experienced 
the Academy’s cold shoulder include Emma Thompson for her 
portrayal of writer PL Travers in Saving Mr. Banks, as well as her 
costar Tom Hanks who was a big contender for an Oscar this year 
for both Saving Mr. Banks and Captain Phillips. 

Music wasn’t even spared from the snubs! Many songs off 
Inside Llewyn Davis’ soundtrack deserved a nomination for Best 
Original Song. Not even Justin Timberlake’s lead tune “Please, 
Mr. Kennedy” was nominated. Although the blow to the Inside 
Llewyn Davis soundtrack was hard for me, there was one song that 
deserved Academy recognition that was shut out completely this 
award season, and that was Lana Del Rey’s haunting ballad “Young 
and Beautiful” from The Great Gatsby’s flawless soundtrack. Many 
expected Del Rey’s beautiful song to be a big contender for the 
Best Original Song Oscar, but sadly, the Golden Globes, SAGS and 
Oscars completely shut her out, which to me was the Oscar snub 
that simply made my blood boil. 

AWARDS SEASON 2014
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It takes something special to move a crowd to tears. Kevin Devine has 
that something special.

As Devine tore through “My Brother’s Blood,” tears started to roll 
down the cheeks of crowd members packed into Buffalo’s Waiting 
Room. If you’ve been to any shows lately, you know that sort of public 
emotion is quite unusual. Just not for the devout fans of the incredibly 
talented singer/songwriter, nice guy, indie/alternative icon Kevin Devine.

From the word “go,” this show was something special. The crowd 
wasn’t made up of any one demographic. You couldn’t pinpoint a 
hipster, punk, or goth contingency. People who love music, and more 
importantly love Kevin Devine, filed into the small Buffalo club to 
watch him tear through old material, Bad Books songs, new material, 
and even a “You Are My Sunshine” cover.

Every once in awhile, an artist comes around who transcends the 
mundane and changes lives. The crowd’s reaction that night made it 
clear that Devine is that kind of artist.

It’s easy to fall into the trap of classifying Devine’s highly political 
sentiment as protest music. But as he sings on “Protest Singer,” “You 
may call me a protest singer/but I’m only protesting myself.” He writes 
about what he cares about and changes lives along the way.

Like an under-appreciated Connor Oberst, Devine talks about politics 
because it’s something he sincerely believes in. But, he’s just as powerful 
when he turns introspective. Songs like “My Brother’s Blood” and 
“Ballgame” are marked by the type of lyrics that people get as tattoos 
because they become a part of them as a person.

No one can accuse him of faking it. He bounces around the stage and 
abandons the microphone to shout his lyrics— at an acoustic show mind 
you— in a way that screams, “I mean every word.”

Often times artists seem despondent and distant, burnt out and 
indifferent when playing live. Not Devine. You can see the joy on his 
face as the crowd shouts his lyrics back louder than he can sing them. He 
interacts with the crowd, always bearing a smile and a tender tone. He 
calls out to friends and fans, asking for requests and searching for simple 
conversation.

Don’t pass on a chance to see Kevin Devine. I may not have been a 
huge fan before the show last night, but I sure as hell am now. Artists like 
Kevin Devine only come along so often. Pick up a record. Go to a show. 
Just do something, because Devine is more than some indie-rock artist. 
He is something special.

KEVIN DEVINE IS MORE THAN 
INDIE-ROCK

By Kirk Windus

Photo credit: Kirk Windus
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This year’s Winter Olympic Games will take 
place in the picturesque Sochi Russia, a resort 
city that lies on the Black Sea.  The contrast of 
the sprawling mountains and glittering water 
provides a beautiful landscape for the games 
to take place.  These Olympics mark the first 
time the Russian Federation will host the winter 
games; The former Soviet Union hosted the 
1980 Summer Olympics in Moscow. 

These Winter Games will be one of the most 
geographically- compact in history.  The events 
will be organized into two clusters: a coastal 
cluster for the ice events and a mountain cluster 
for the downhill events.  Tourists can jump on 
a high-speed train in Sochi and arrive at the 
Western Caucasus Mountains, home of the 
mountain cluster, in a matter of forty minutes.      

Over a period of two weeks in February, 
athletes from all over the world will come 
together to compete against the best in all of 
snow and ice sports.  Throughout the games, a 
total of 98 events in seven sports will be played, 
which is far less than the summer games that 
features 309 events in a total of 26 sports.  The 
newest disciplines added to these Olympics are 
the snowboarding giant slalom, slopestyle, and 
snowboard cross events.  

Competing in the snowboarding super pipe 
and slopestyle events is one of America’s most 
decorated winter sports athletes, Shaun White.  
With 15 X-Games medals and two Olympic 
gold medals under his belt, Shaun White looks 
to increase his medal count at the Sochi games.  
He recently sparked a controversy when he 
decided to skip this year’s X-Games in order to 
prepare for the Winter Olympics.  This means 

that he would not be able to defend his gold 
medal streak in the super pipe, a streak that will 
now forever stay at five in a row.  

Along with White, the other American athletes 
prepare to defend their country’s dominance 
in the Winter Games.  In the 2010 Vancouver 
games, the United States earned nine gold 
medals and 37 medals overall.  They came in 
first in the overall medal count beating second 
place Germany by seven medals and host-
country Canada by 11 medals.  

Two-time medalist Lindsay Vonn shocked 
the country when she revealed in early January 
that she would not be competing in the 2014 
Sochi Games due to an injury she suffered in 
the Olympic qualifying rounds leading up to the 
games. 

In what seems to be the most popular event 
in the Winter Games, the United States hockey 
team hopes to bounce back from its devastating 
loss against the powerhouse Canadian team in 
the gold medal game during the Vancouver 2010 
Winter Olympics.  Hockey is one of the most 
coveted medals for the competing countries.  
Along with the American hockey team, host-
country Russia and defending gold medalist 
Team Canada look to take home the gold.  

Over the span of two weeks, the world will 
come together as one to celebrate the athletic 
achievements of the competing Olympians.  It’s 
an event that only comes around every four 
years, but it’s an event that no one forgets.    

Days Away from 
the Games 
By Matthew Hoey
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Athlete Spotlight

1. Shaun White: Shaun White enters the Sochi Games with two Olympic gold medals.  He is one of the most 
dominant snowboarders in the super pipe event in the sport’s history.

2. Mao Asada: This Japanese figure skater is set to retire after the Sochi games and hopes to fulfill her dreams of 
an Olympic gold medal. Her career has been marked by a rivalry with South Korea’s Yuna Kim.

3. Sidney Crosby: Leader and captain of Team Canada’s hockey team, Sidney Crosby notched four goals and 
three assists in the Vancouver Games. In the gold medal game, he scored the dramatic, game-winning overtime goal to 
beat the United States. 
4. Apolo Ohno: The most decorated American Winter Olympics athlete, Apolo Ohno has won a total of eight 
medals.  His event, short-track speed skating, is a fast-paced, adrenaline-filled race. He enters these Olympics with a 
hope to continue his staggering career and add more medals to his overall tally.
5. Mikaela Shiffrin: Only 18 years old, Shiffrin will make her debut at the Sochi Olympics. She is the youngest 
ever American slalom world champion with seven World Cup race wins under her belt. It is being said that the Colo-
rado native could possibly become the next Lindsey Vonn, making her an athlete to pay attention to during the games. 

1 2 3

4
5
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On February 2, 2014, the biggest sporting event of the calendar 
year will occur -- the Super Bowl. The Seattle Seahawks and the 
Denver Broncos will meet this Sunday in New York City for the 
event that every sports fan looks forward to. The two teams have 
been crowd favorites since the season began in early September.

The Broncos have been successful four times in the Super Bowl’s 
history, and they’re looking to add another win to their trophy case. 
The Seahawks, on the other hand, are looking to snag their first 
Lombardi Trophy. Both teams bring something different to the 
table, and both have strengths and weaknesses that will prove to be 
major factors throughout the game.

The Denver Broncos are, by far, the best offensive team this 
season. Their starting quarterback, Peyton Manning, gives the 
Broncos a great opportunity to win due to the high- power passing 
offense that they thrive off of every game. When you have athletes 
as talented as Demaryus Thomas, Julius Thomas, Wes Welker, and 
Eric Decker, it makes up a team that can be quite a challenge to the 
Seahawks.

Wes Welker leads this young, quick, and explosive group of 
receivers. Without a doubt, Welker’s past Super Bowl experience 
will be an important weapon during the game. Keep an eye out for 
running back Montee Ball and tight-end Julius Thomas to play at 
high intensity this Sunday.

Despite their strong offense, there are obvious problems with the 
team’s defense. The Broncos need Wesley Woodyard and Shaun 
Phillips to step up and look to Champ Bailey to be the experienced 
leader for the Broncos.

The Seattle Seahawks’ quarterback Russell Wilson leads a team 
that relies heavily on running the ball down your throat. With the 
combination of Marshawn Lynch and Wilson, this running game 
may be difficult to stop. Additionally, receiving core Golden Tate 
will strive to have a successful game despite being banged up all 
season. On defense, look to the secondary to try and shut down 
Peyton Manning’s passing game. The Seattle Seahawks possess the 
best pass defense in the league led by the fiery Richard Sherman. 
Look for them to make it hard for Peyton Manning to make big 
plays.

After dissecting both teams, I expect the Seattle Seahawks to 
put up a fight. But, Peyton Manning will be too much arm and 
experience for Russell Wilson. I predict a 28-to-24 Broncos win.

THE TEAMS

IT’S SUPER 

By Chris Gilbert

Richard Sherman of the Seattle Seahawks

Peyton Manning of the Denver Broncos
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IT’S SUPER BOWL TIME!

Super Bowl Sunday is quickly approaching, so it’s time to start 
thinking about party games. I’ve put together some fun party ideas 
to make the night much more entertaining.

1. Have a paper football tournament! It’s super cheap and 
goes along with the theme of the day. You can find tournament 
instructions and directions for how to make a paper football by 
doing a quick Google search.

2. Many people think of alcohol when they think of the Super 
Bowl, so it might be fun to make a drinking game out of it. You can 
come up with your own rules, such as drinking when your team 
makes a touchdown or when a Go Daddy commercial comes on.

3. If you don’t want to do a drinking game, then make it into a 
bingo game! Print off a few bingo templates and write in things like 
“personal foul” or “Doritos commercial.” You can go to the dollar 
store and get prizes for the winners.

4. Make a trivia game of Super Bowl fun facts. You can find facts 
online about past Super Bowls and for this year’s game depending 
on how knowledgeable you are about football.

THE PARTY
By Maggie Kovas

 
THE HALFTIME 
PERFORMANCE

By Madeleine Faircloth
Is Bruno Mars going to live up to the expectations of the famous Super 

Bowl half time? As a Bruno fan myself, I know he won’t disappoint. The 
rest of the nation, however, is a bit more skeptical. There’s been lots of talk 
as to whether or not he was the right choice for what the NFL calls “the most 
watched musical event of the year.” 

From “Bruno Mars is not Jersey enough” to “Bruno Mars is the worst thing 
to happen to the Super Bowl,” Twitter seemed to be outraged with the deci-
sion. Everyone asked “WHY?” Entertainment Weekly’s had the same con-
cerns. Some tweets asked for JayZ, Bon Jovi, Justin Timberlake, while others 
begged for the Jersey-native boss, Bruce Springsteen, to come back. 

So, why Bruno? Pepsi, who was thrilled with the response from Beyoncé’s 
history-making performance last year, thought Bruno Mars was just what 
they needed. Pepsi said, “His groundbreaking take on R&B reinvigorated the 
music world.” Bruno is the well-rounded performer they were dreaming of. 
In addition to all the radio hits that made him a global sensation, Bruno has 
sold over ten million records worldwide and is a Grammy Award winner who 
started performing for audiences when he was just four years old. He was 
practically born for this stage. After releasing his “Unorthodox Jukebox” tour 
dates set for this fall and having a single on the US Billboard Hot 100 for six 
weeks straight, he certainly is fresh in everyone’s mind… just not first on their 
list of performers. 

Don’t be too quick to change the station during halftime just yet! Two weeks 
before the big game, Bruno announced that he has recruited the Red Hot Chili 
Peppers to join him during his big night. With this combination, it’s hard to 
imagine what kind of performance we’ll be given or what the set list will 
look like. However, with the creative minds of Bruno and the Chili Peppers, 
anything is possible. This announcement will hopefully broaden the audience 
to those who weren’t all too psyched about just Bruno Mars.

As for living up to Beyoncé’s performance last year, those are tough shoes to 
fill. Give Bruno a chance to prove himself worthy! Sit back, enjoy the array of 
chips and dip in front of you, and be prepared to be entertained.
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The Sundance Film Festival 2014 has come and gone, but many might 
not even know that it happened. Sundance has always been a reliable 
means of finding some incredible independent filmmaking, and it has 
found directors that are now considered some of the best ever (looking at 
you, Tarantino). But boasting an impressive 119 films, Sundance can be 
pretty overwhelming when looking for some good movies. After scouring 
the internet all week, I’ve decided to pick four of the most intriguing 
movies that premiered at Sundance 2014 that are definitely worth checking 
out.

I’ll start off with the dark zombie rom-com Life After Beth. It stars Dane 
DeHaan as Zack, whose girlfriend Beth, played by Aubrey Plaza, is killed 
by a snake-bite while hiking. Beth somehow comes to life, but as usual 
with these sorts of things, she isn’t the same as Zack remembers. The film 
has received mixed reviews online and didn’t pick up any major awards. 
But as a huge Parks and Recreation fan, anything with Aubrey Plaza’s 
classic dead-pan humor suits me just fine. It’s said to be much darker 
than, say, Warm Bodies, but hilarious thanks to Plaza and DeHaan’s great 
chemistry.

There are some shockingly weird movies at Sundance every year, but 
the one that stuck out to me the most this year was Frank. The film stars 
Michael Fassbender as Frank, the frontman of an indie-rock band who 
constantly wears a cartoonish papier-mâché head, refusing to take it off. It’s 
said to be a great black comedy and great tribute to indie-rock. Fassbender 
is consistent in everything he’s in, so I wouldn’t doubt that his mentally-ill 
Frank is a riotously funny and relatable character. It’s gotten great reviews 
after its debut at Sundance, so it’s safe to say director Leonard Abraham’s 
dark and humorous film will leave a lasting impression.

If you enjoy ambitious films, then Richard Linklater’s Boyhood is 
definitely something you’ll want to check out. Filmed over 11 years 
(2002-2013), it focuses on the life of a young Texas boy named Mason, 
beginning with his first day in first grade to his first day of college. 
Linklater apparently met with the core cast of the movie Ethan Hawke and 
Patricia Arquette play Mason’s divorced parents once a year for 11 years 
and shot for a total of 36 days. Boyhood is said to be deeply engrossing and 
that seeing the cast grow and age throughout the film was an incredible 
and unique experience. It’s a type of filmmaking you rarely see, making 
Boyhood a one-of-a-kind movie.

To end, we’ll get back to the weirdness of Sundance. The Voices stars 
Ryan Reynolds as Jerry, a normal enough guy...who lives with a talking 
dog and cat. Also, it just so happens that the cat speaks in a Scottish accent 
and convinces Jerry to murder his loved ones. This one has also gotten 
mixed reviews, but almost everyone has been truly impressed with Ryan 
Reynolds performance as a brutal serial killer. It’s introspective too, you 
learn early on that Jerry talks to his pets because he’s afraid of the real 
world and refuses to take his meds. Otherwise, The Voices looks like a zany 
bloodbath of a film, and with Ryan Reynolds taking a turn as a crazy dude 
who talks to his pets is something that needs to be seen.

A LOOK INTO 

THE 2014 SUNDANCE 
FILM FESTIVAL 

Top: Dane DeHaan and Aubrey Plaza in Life After Beth
Bottom left: Ethan Hawke in Boyhood
Bottom right: Michael Fassbender in Frank

By Justin Peterson 
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KIRK THE MUSIC MAN
Assistant Music Director Kirk Windus talks 

about this month’s newest albums 

Is there anything Donald Glover can’t do? While being a successful comedian and actor, Glover somehow found time to make one of the best hip-hop 
albums of 2013 under the mantra Childish Gambino.

Because The Internet should make the rest of us feel bad about ourselves. Not only do Glover’s witty, culturally relevant rhymes impress, but his singing 
voice is R&B star-quality as well.

“3005,” “Shadows,” and “Earth: The Oldest Computer” are all R&B-flavored tracks that showcase a few great verses. Glover also shines on heavier songs 
like “Worldstar” and “Sweatpants” that are less hooky but pushed along by some great internet-bashing verses.

As you probably figured from the album’s title, the lyrical content focuses on the Internet’s negative impact on culture, but also features more introspective 
songs like the closer, “Life: The Biggest Troll” (which symbolically features Glover abandoning the Gambino mantra).

The only question you’ll have when the album’s over is “how the hell is he so good at everything?”

CHILDISH GAMBINO-
BECAUSE THE INTERNET

AGAINST ME!-TRANSGENDER 
DYSPHORIA BLUES

Front man turns front woman. Front woman releases amazing rock album.
It’s not a story you hear often, but that’s the story of Against Me!’s unique comeback album, Transgender Dysphoria Blues.
After Tom Gabel announced he was transgender in 2012, the future of Against Me! seemed dim. But the new record proves that becoming Laura Jane 

Grace didn’t harm the band’s sound or sentiment.
Transgender Dysphoria Blues is 29 minutes of in-your-face, pedal-to-the-metal rock & roll. With blasting distorted guitars and pounding drums, the band 

pushes Grace’s Freddie Mercury-like presence to its maximum potential.
Grace claims that the album focuses on a fictional transgender prostitute, but the lyrical themes are no doubt more introspective than objective. Lyrics 

like “You want them to see you/Like they see any other girl/They just see a faggot/They hold their breath not to catch the sick,” the story and the band’s 
no-apologies rock sound make this album unforgettable.

Young The Giant’s new album Mind Over Matter was just about unanimously agreed upon as one of the year’s most anticipated releases. But except for 
a few really enticing moments, the album doesn’t come close to living up to its expectations.

The single “It’s About Time” might be the band’s best song yet. Featuring a crushing falsetto melody over a vicious double time hi-hat groove, the song is 
bound to dominate rock radio this year.

Most of the tracks just fall short of their maximum potential. “Crystallized” and “Mind Over Matter” could have been great mid-tempo tracks. But, cheesy 
lyrics and borderline boring synth licks keep the tracks at bay.

The album doesn’t really ever feel cohesive. One song is a blistering, guitar- heavy track, while the next is over-synthed and hook-lacking.
Songs like “It’s About Time” and “In My Home” prove that Young The Giant could dominate the rock charts, but they’re not quite ready for that yet.

YOUNG THE GIANT-MIND OVER MATTER
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Stay Warm this Winter 

10 ways to spice up 
your drink 
this season! 

By Sarah Vaden

1. Caramel- Whisk in caramel sauce into your drink 
while it’s still hot. Make sure your stir it in until it is 
completely incorporated. It’s like having a chocolate 
caramel sundae.

2. Cinnamon- Sprinkle in some cinnamon to add a nutty spice 
to your drink. It will definitely be a twist you’ll enjoy.

3. Vanilla Extract- Throw in a 
splash of vanilla extract to make 
your drink a vanilla-chocolaty 
mix. It will taste just like a 
Klondike Bar. 

4. White or Dark Chocolate Shavings- 
By adding dark chocolate shavings, you can 
enhance the rich chocolate taste of your drink. If you 
enjoy white chocolate more, you can add white chocolate 
shavings to bring out the sweetness in your drink.

5. Peanut Butter- For all 
those peanut butter lovers 
out there, add a spoonful of 
peanut butter to your drink. 
It’s a Reese’s Peanut Butter 
Cup in a mug.

6. Crushed Oreo Cookies- Take 
a few Oreo’s and crush them into 
your drink. It’s the perfect way to 
stay warm on a cold winter day. 

7. Cherries- Grab a jar of 
maraschino cherries and 
drop a few into your hot 

chocolate. It’ll taste 
like a cherry 

cordial.

8. Peppermint- Add a 
peppermint stick or 
peppermint candies to your 
drink. Not only does it smell 
great, but it tastes great too.

9. Butterscotch Pieces- Grab some hard butterscotch candies 
or butterscotch chips from your local supermarket and add 
them to your drink. They will melt and sweeten your already 
sweet hot chocolate.

10. Maple Syrup- This is most certainly 
a twist on traditional hot chocolate. A 
spoonful of this sweet syrup definitely 
livens up your drink.
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MUSIC MUSINGS
With Nicholas Coyne

“focus
focus
ramble
ramble
write words
love them
hate them
show them off
hide them
live with them
shoot a pilot about the CARAZY relationship between you and your art
maybe CBS will pick it up
and you'll see yourself how you've always wanted to
snuggle with those words when no one will
inspire people
revolt them
write everything until you are empty
smoke
eat
empty yourself again
fight the battle between consumption
and expression
and lose
because its not dominant culture
to be weak
and that minorial thinking
fuels love and desire
never doubt it
expand upon it
let it break you down
because those broken bones
with a little resilience and Elmer's glue
will provide quite the foundation.”

One of the most critically acclaimed yet unrightfully 
snubbed films of the 2014 award season IS the tragically 
poetic film Inside Llewyn Davis. Seeing as the story 
revolves around the talent and struggle of a 1960’s era folk 
singer, it is no surprise that the film’s soundtrack spotlessly 
delivers emotional and haunting folk ballads. The first song 
on the soundtrack titled “Hang Me, Oh Hang Me” sets the 
tone for not only the entire soundtrack, but the film itself. 
As the film’s star Oscar Isaac sings with his haunting voice 
and guitar that he “wouldn't mind the hangin’... but the 
layin’ in the grave so long.” You get goosebumps; it’s so 
beautiful, yet disturbing. 

Other stars of the movie greatly deliver in the other songs 
from the movie. Justin Timberlake sings in the upbeat 
“Please, Mr. Kennedy,”  and Oscar and Mumford & 
Sons frontman share a gorgeous duet in “Fare Thee Well 
(Dink’s Song).” Even the voice of A-lister Carey Mulligan 
sounds crisp and soothing in the ballad “Five Thousand 
Miles.” Long story short, this is a wonderful album that 
doesn’t even seem like the soundtrack to a movie. Even 
if you don’t see Inside Llewyn Davis, you can still listen 
to the album and fall in love with the the story the music 
brilliantly tells.

A TALE TOLD THROUGH 
ITS SOUNDTRACK
By Nina LaPres



Jhene Aiko ‘Sails Out’ 
into the R&B Scene
By Allison Plante 

Hip-Hop’s most charming female crooner breaks out and bears her soul with 
her debut EP, Sail Out. You may have heard her featured on many hot hits in 
2013, including Big Sean’s “Beware” and Drake’s “From Time.” With catchy 
hooks and a surprise appearance on SNL, Jhene Aiko makes it clear that she is 
here to stay.

 Sail Out is a broad bearing of Jhene’s complex artist profile. The first 
half of the album includes sweet, bluesy vocals with peaceful vibes. In the 
EP’s buzziest song, “Bed Peace,” Jhene makes a tribute to Yoko Ono and John 
Lennon.  This song appeals to the laidback girl and her love in the moment.  
Childish Gambino’s feature is worth the listen, “Curled up with your head on 
my chest/It’s the perfect remedy for the pain and the stress.” These two create 
a sublime song for anyone who enjoys a lazy, yet sensual afternoon in bed. Not 
wanting to be left out from hip-hop’s reigning boys, Jhene has not-so-subtle 
references to other pleasures of the 1960s in “The Vapors” and “WTH.”  Other 
major names appearing in Sail Out include Kendrick Lamar and Ab-Soul. 

 The second half of Jhene’s EP is vengeful and more personal. She 
lashes out at ex-boyfriends like an R&B Taylor Swift. Jhene is not afraid to tear 
down delicate relationships and expose her own heartbreak. She calls out all 
the people in her life by name in “Comfort Inn Ending.” Listeners can feel her 
pain in the hook “I was not the only one to you/So I was the only lonely one.” 
Anyone who has been crushed by betrayal can relate. Still, Jhene goes beyond 
the torments of infidelity. She mentions the death of her brother, insomnia and 
“baby mama drama.”  Despite the clear pain elaborated throughout the final 
three tracks, listeners can’t help but sway along to Jhene’s surreal vocals. 

There is a reason why critics are calling Jhene Aiko the next Aaliyah. Listen 
for yourself. 4/5 stars

Above: Jhene Aiko’s 
debut EP Sail Out
Below left: Drake and Aiko 
perform on Saturday Night Live 
Below right: Aiko 

The ‘King of Country’ 
is Riding Away 
By Taylor Cole 

At the age of 61, George Strait has decided that his touring days are coming to a 
close. The “King of Country” began his final leg of ‘The Cowboy Rides Away’ tour 
on January 9th in Louisiana. These last shows are drawing in fans by the thousands 
for one last chance to see the legend. His final show, set to take place at the massive 
AT&T stadium in Arlington, Texas, sold out within minutes. Strait is not the only 
attraction for the droves of fans, however. Throughout the tour, various guests will 
join “The King”on stage including Eric Church, Jason Aldean, and Merle Haggard. 
Although Strait may be hanging up his hat when it comes to touring, he proves that he 
is far from finished with his singing career as he plans to produce more albums with 
his record label MCA Nashville.

Taylor’s Country Corner 

Right: Strait will 
soon say goodbye 
to the stage. 
Below: The 
‘King of Country’ 
has sold over 65 
million albums 
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Welcome to WSBU 
The Buzz welcomes three new members 
to the Board of Directors this semester! 

Kirk Windus 
Assistant Music Director 
Year: Sophomore 
Major: Journalism / Mass Communication

Natalie Kucko 
Assistant News Director 

Year: Freshman 
Major: Journalism / Mass Communication

Ryan McDonough 
Assistant Sports Director 
Year: Sophomore 
Major: Journalism / Mass Communica-
tion 
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Want more
 pop culture news? 

Follow 
@The_Buzzworthy 

on Twitter! 

#getbuzzed 


